
PureOHS™

Intuitive software that streamlines 
employee medical recordkeeping 
and compliance activities.

https://www.ul.com


PureOHS™ helps make employee medical compliance, surveillance and incident management more efficient. Whether you 
are a manufacturer, a healthcare facility, a municipality or any other organization struggling to track your compliance with 
OSHA, CDC or internal regulations, PureOHS™ can help.

UL Solutions

PureOHS™ integrates with SYSTOC®, our healthcare practice management system designed to help create a health and 
safety culture to generate employee satisfaction and organizational success. Our team of experts is here to help you get 
the most out of your system and answer any questions you may have along the way.

PureOHS™ key features
Incident management 
Record, manage and report incidents, near misses and other 
conditions that could lead to injury or illness. Automatically 
notify supervisors and safety personnel when incidents occur. 
Easily export required forms ready to upload to OSHA and 
identify key areas for safety improvement.

Onboarding new employees
PureOHS™ provides human resources and onboarding 
specialists the ability to schedule pre-placement physicals 
based on clinic availability. Dashboards allow HR to follow  
the clearance process for new employees.

Appointment scheduling
Schedule clinic visits and send email notifications and 
reminders. Send out electronic forms that can be  
completed online before the appointment. Manage your  
clinic more efficiently with multiple views, sorting by day,  
week or medical staff.
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More options.
More opportunities.
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Case management
Companies can manage injured employees back to work safely and efficiently  
while streamlining communication for all involved.

Reporting
• Visually appealing dashboards
• At-a-glance reports

Encounter management
Comprehensive documentation for various encounter types such as annual and 
onboarding physicals, injuries, vaccinations, audio screenings, Department of 
Transportation (DOT) exams, pulmonary function tests (PFTs), mask fit testing and more.

Employee and supervisor portals
Supervisors, directors and executives can easily see compliance rates, modified work 
duties, and tasks for their direct reports. Employees can upload documentation such  
as proof of vaccinations that automatically feed into a streamlined review process.  
They can also view and print medical charts such as immunization history too.

Vaccination event management
Eliminate paperwork associated with largescale vaccinations or exposures.  
PureOHS™ can replicate nearly any paper form and be signed electronically.

Medical surveillance and compliance programs 
Automatically track which employees are due for medical testing, vaccinations and  
other requirements. PureOHS™ programs are flexible enough to handle nearly any 
protocol with standard configuration tools. Quickly understand which employees are 
in and out of compliance and take action to fill the gaps, including notifications to 
employees and their supervisors.



Our guidance. Your peace of mind.
We create tools to help your employees provide the  
best possible care. PureOHS™ enables you to manage 
regulatory needs, including OSHA and CDC reporting, 
securely and efficiently.

Mobile and secure
Mobile and secure accessible anywhere with an internet 
connection, PureOHS™ is designed to work on most devices.

Adaptability
Our software is flexible enough to accommodate the many 
changes that happen in the world of employee health and 
safety. Whether management updates the consent forms 
or a new protocol is added by the government, PureOHS™ 
adjusts so you can maintain compliance with minimal  
impact on workflow.

Tailored implementation
PureOHS™ is software as a service (SaaS) and does not 
require involvement from IT staff to install or update. 
However, our experts are happy to tailor implementation 
to meet your unique needs. Additionally, PureOHS™ accepts 
data from any human resource management system and 
uploads employee information automatically.

SYSTOC® integration
Enjoy the mobility of PureOHS™ with the powerful 
billing and reporting functions of SYSTOC® immunization 
information entered into PureOHS™ will flow seamlessly 
back to SYSTOC®, allowing CDC reporting to be completed 
with either system.
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Help promote a culture of health and safety in collaboration with 
UL Solutions. Learn more at UL.com/software/pureohs.

https://www.ul.com/software/pureohs
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